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AN INCLUSIVE,
DIVERSITY-FOCUSED
GAMES CONVENTION
BELLEVUE, WA
JANUARY 12th - 14th

WELCOME TO ORCACON 2018!
We made it to year three and we’re so glad for your support. We welcome back everyone
who’s been with us from the beginning, and offer a joyous hello to all of you who are new
to our wee convention.
OrcaCon was founded by a group of friends with an idea of a modest friendly convention,
focused on being a welcoming and safe space for folks of all ages to play games. We
decided early on to focus on bringing diversity, inclusion, and accessibility to tabletop
games, and highlighting many marginalized creators who feel left out of other tabletop
spaces.
Each year, we feature marginalized creators and for 2018, we’ve focused on indigenous
creators. Be sure to attend their panels and play their games during your weekend. We’re
extremely excited to present an amazing guest list, full of marginalized creators. They’ve
submitted some great games, panels, and workshops, so if you’re in between games, be sure
to check them out.
We are very thankful to the Bellevue Hilton for taking us on at such short notice. They’ve
been so kind to allow us free parking and to bring in food trucks. They’ve been a delight to
work with so be sure to say thanks when you interact with them!
Speaking of new things for 2018, we’re also excited about some new Sponsors and new
game groups, such as Tabletop Co-Op. We’re excited to also bring back the Envoy Play &
Win Library and D&D Adventurers League.
If you’re of a competitive nature, be sure to sign up for one of our great tournaments, such
as the Catan National Qualifier. If you win the Qualifier tournament, you’ll get a free trip to
Origins Game Fair next year to compete in the Catan Nationals!
Lastly, I’d love to meet you! I’ll be wandering around the convention for most of it, and
running the Catan tournament. Stop by and say hello, or play a game with me, or drop by
the Critical Hits & Misses panel on Sunday to give your feedback.
Happy gaming!
Donna Prior, OrcaCon Executive Director
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POLICIES
OrcaCon is a tabletop games convention, which includes board and card games, role-playing
games, and miniature games. OrcaCon is focused on creating a safe and welcoming space for
promoting the tabletop games hobby, supporting diversity in tabletop games, and building a
community of both novice and experience game players.
Animals – ADA working animals are allowed in the convention space. Non-ADA animals are
not permitted.
Badges – Badges must be worn chest high and be visible at all times. Individuals without
badges will not be granted access to convention space. A fee will be charged for replacing a
lost badge.
Drinking – If you drink, don’t drive! Please have a designated driver. Individuals must be 21
to consume alcohol in the United States. This also applies to our international Members.
Serving alcohol to minors is against United States law. Individuals who appear to be
intoxicated will not be allowed into the convention space.
Flyers – OrcaCon will have a message board available at the Info Booth for people to post
information but it must be approved by info booth staff to be posted. Please do not post
any flyers on the doors or walls of the convention space; they will be removed. Please
make sure flyers are family friendly.
Food & Drink – No outside food or drink is allowed in the convention space. Only food
purchased within the convention space is allowed in the panel rooms and game rooms. No
food/drink is allowed in the Dealers Hall.
Guests of Honor – OrcaCon’s Guests of Honor and Special Guests have taken time out of
their busy schedules to attend. While all of our guests welcome meeting fans and players,
please respect their privacy during meals, or while they are in the middle of a game. They’d
love to talk to you, but not at the expense of the gamers at their tables or while enjoying
a quiet meal.
Harassment and Assault – OrcaCon does not tolerate harassment. As OrcaCon strives to
create a safe environment where all are welcome, the following will not be tolerated:

Any form of intimidation, threats, or violence towards others, whether verbal, physical, or
electronic.
Any form of sexual harassment, including inappropriate or unwanted touching, unwanted
sexual language or gestures, covert or inappropriate photography, and inappropriate use of
nudity and/or sexual images in public spaces.
Any form of hate speech, including any slur or remark intended to disparage, intimidate
or harm any race, gender, sexual identity, age, race, color, ethnicity, nationality, religion,
disability, physical appearance, veteran status, or interest in any specific fandom.
Disruptive, destructive, or unsafe behavior that disturbs or endangers staff, attendees,
guests, sponsors, vendors, or venue.
Any illegal activity or act.
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If you are subjected to unacceptable behavior, please contact a staff member or volunteer
immediately. If a staff member or volunteer is not readily available or if you feel
threatened in any manner, please proceed directly to Operations & Security, located next to
Registration. You can read our extended Anti-Harassment policy on page 9.
Liability – OrcaCon, and its affiliates are not responsible for any loss, damage, theft, or
injury. Members are responsible for their individual actions and any repercussions that may
result. Civil or medical emergencies are to be handled directly by the proper authorities.
Minors – When minors pick up their badges, they must be accompanied by a parent or
designated guardian. A designated guardian must have written permission from the minor’s
parent or legal guardian. All guardians must be age eighteen or over and a registered
Member of the convention. All minors must have a parent or guardian on the premises at all
times.

Minors age 12 and under – All children age twelve and under must be accompanied at all
times by a parent or guardian who is a registered Member of OrcaCon.
Minors age 13 to 17 – All minors thirteen to seventeen must have a parent or guardian in
the convention space at all times. All parents and guardians must be registered Members of
OrcaCon.
Photography – Cameras and camcorders are not allowed in the Dealers Hall. Photography of
all other aspects of the convention is allowed, as long as it does not disrupt events or the
flow of traffic, and the subject does not object. Please be considerate and ask first before
taking pictures of guests, other Members, or the general public. Video recording is permitted
in panel rooms with permission from the speakers only. Video recording and/or photography
of Guests of Honor near their personal hotel rooms is prohibited.

Press – Press MUST check at the Operations Room for additional information pertaining
to Press Activities. OrcaCon reserves the right to grant or deny approval for all video
recording requests. Permissions may be retracted at any time.
Room Parties – OrcaCon does not recognize or endorse room parties. OrcaCon does
not allow advertising of room parties in any official capacity. This includes flyers or
email correspondence via any official OrcaCon channels. OrcaCon Operations & Security
Departments will work with the hotels to keep records of actions taken by hotel security,
and will revoke convention memberships from individuals removed from a convention hotel
site by hotel security.
Sleeping in Convention Areas – Do NOT sleep in the convention space or public areas.
Smoking – Washington State law prohibits smoking indoors and within twenty-five feet of
doorways and building ventilation access. Please follow hotel policies regarding smoking in
hotel rooms.
Theft – Any OrcaCon Member caught in the act of shoplifting or stealing will be handed
over to the authorities, have their membership revoked, and refused service into all future
OrcaCon events. No exceptions.
Revoking of Memberships – Should a membership be revoked, the Member can appeal the
circumstances to the OrcaCon Convention Director after January 15th. Criminal actions are
referred to local law enforcement and will lead to immediate ejection from the convention,
with no appeals allowed.
Facility security and staff of any public function space do not have general responsibility
for any aspect of the convention, but can choose to respond to any disruptive action. If
the security or staff from any public function space should choose to remove an individual
from the convention site, the convention will immediately revoke membership. OrcaCon
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Operations & Security reserve the right to revoke membership and eject anyone at any
time from the convention without a refund.

WEAPONS
No Members will be permitted to carry any kind of functional projectile weapon. This
includes individuals who possess a weapons permit or concealed weapons permit. Keep
them at home. Anyone found in possession of such a weapon will immediately have their
membership revoked. Individuals caught in the illegal possession of a functioning projectile
weapon will be reported and turned over to the proper authorities. All other items that
could be used as a weapon MUST be peacebonded.
You must have your props submitted for peacebonding. Complete this action BEFORE
entering convention space or you will be asked to leave the convention until you visit
Operations & Security for peacebonding. Government issued photo ID is required at
peacebonding to have your prop peacebonded. Members seventeen and under must have
their guardian or accompanying adult with them to have their prop peacebonded.
Bladed Weapons: All weapon props made out of metal and designed to represent a blade
(including, but not limited to, swords, daggers, kunai, and scythes), with an edge a quarter
of an inch in width or narrower and/or a sharply pointed tip) must remain sheathed.
Additionally, it must be possible for peacebonding staff to securely zip-tie the prop into its
sheath so that it may not be drawn. Ribbons, cloth, or tape wrapped around the blade do
not qualify as sheaths.
Weapons should never be waved around in a manner that may be construed as use of the
weapon (this is considered brandishing).
Gun props or other prop projectile weapons should not be pointed at anyone at any time.
Prop pistols need to remain in a holster; prop rifles need to be slung. Permanently disabled
cap guns and permanently disabled water guns are permissible.
Drawing a weapon in the convention space, including parking lots, may result in immediate
revocation of convention membership. Keep in mind, police will assume all drawn weapons
are functional, and will act accordingly. If you are unsure whether your weapon is acceptable
in the convention space, please ask OrcaCon Operations & Security personnel.
Exotic weapons will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis. Do not bring weapons that
OrcaCon Operations & Security cannot tell are fake from ten feet away.
No functioning or previously functioning projectile weapons, or functional portion thereof,
including, but not limited to, Air Soft, Nerf, or pellet guns will be allowed.
Bows: All props designed to represent a stringed weapon must be unstrung, regardless of
the manner in which they were constructed. ‘Unstrung’ means that no length of cord, string,
rope, or other flexible material may be connected from one limb of the prop to the other.
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ACCESSIBILITY POLICY
Here at OrcaCon we believe that everyone no matter their gender, sexual orientation, race,
ethnicity, or disability should enjoy and have access to all the areas of the con with the
slightest of ease. OrcaCon was created to be a welcoming and safe place for all to come
play games, connect, and simply be amongst others who love analog gaming. With that
in mind we take accessibility at our con very seriously and are doing everything in our
power to have it be an amazing experience for all. Below you will find our official OrcaCon
Accessibility policy outlining the accessibility achievements so far. Please note that the
Accessibility Policy is a living document that will change and grow as we will never cease
looking for better ways to create a welcoming and accessible con for all.

What we Cannot Control:

We have done much research in barriers to accessibility at our con and want to be very up
front with some barriers we cannot accommodate as they may contradict accommodations
to other barriers. We cannot fully accommodate those with allergies to animals as
individuals with service animals are fully welcomed to the con as are their service animals.
As we recommend con attendees to avoid wearing strong scents such as perfumes and
colognes we cannot make attendees do so. We are always open to suggestions in this
matter and will take every suggestion into consideration.

What is being Accommodated:

• Comfort– All the areas of OrcaCon with the exception of the parking garage is
temperature controlled to keep the con comfortable. However because these are large
spaces it may become too cool or too warm as Hotel systems work to keep up with
fluctuating room capacities, so bring layers.. The parking garage is directly subject to
outside temperatures and will be chilly as the con will be taking place in January.
• Mobility– Everything at the con will be wheelchair accessible, we will also have free
paratransit available to help with getting to and from the hotel for local con goers.

• Reading– Programs will be made available to all OrcaCon participants. We will also
have a PDF version available for anyone who would like to have it on a device as well
as large print. We will have a link on our website to download, or you can email us and
we’ll send you a PDF of the program.

• Listening– We will have ASL Interpreters present at the con, based on availability. We’ll
be updating the website with the location of the Interpreters and our volunteer-run ASL
Game Table.
• Eating– All Hilton hotel rooms come with mini fridges that can be utilized for
individuals that need to bring their own food. There are dietary options in the hotel
restaurant and there are also gluten free, dairy-free, vegan and, vegetarian options
available in the downtown area. It’s recommended for you to do some research of the
restaurants in the area before the con.

• Breathing– OrcaCon is not a fragrance free convention. We do not have a way to control
this, as some people use aromatherapy and natural oils to help with physical, mental,
and/or emotional disabilities. However, we also understand that strong scents can
trigger migraines, asthma attacks, irritation, and other illnesses. The hotel also uses
cleaning supplies that will most likely be scented; be aware of that when checking into
your room. If you have a severe or strong reaction to scents we recommend you bring
a N95 mask
• Assistance– Caregivers will be allowed free access to the con in order to assist their
clients. Caregivers please have ID and company info when arriving. You can email
accessibility@orcacon.org if you wish to set up this program. All service animals are
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allowed in the hotel in accordance with the ADA. Please consider having your service
animal wearing something identifying them as such. Please assume that if you see
a person at the con with an animal that it is a service animal. By law Service animal
owners do not need to have identification of any sort. With this being the case we
cannot accommodate individuals who may be allergic to animals.

Potential Barriers that Remain:

Despite our best efforts there, will still be some barriers at our convention. As an example,
we can’t have a scent free environment, as we do not have a way to control this. Some
people use aromatherapy and natural oils to help with physical, mental, and/or emotional
disabilities. The con will have fluorescent lighting even though we will try to have the
intensity of such lighting at a good level. Also their items may include things such as dust,
incense and other possible scents.

Allies: How we can all contribute to an accessible con:

What is an accessibility ally at OrcaCon? In the context of this convention, being an ally
means enabling respect, championing dignity, and encouraging ability for all members of the
con whether a disability is apparent or not. Below are some helpful examples of what that
may look like in the OrcaCon setting:
• Ask to Help – Asking if someone would like help is much more dignifying than assuming
they are incapable of helping themselves. For instance: if it appears someone is
struggling opening a door ask them if you can get the door for them.
• The Mindset of “Capable”, NOT Incapable – Treat others as capable and with abilities
rather than incapable and with disabilities. Do not assume individuals with disabilities
want advice.

• Personal Boundaries – Please respect others’ physical and emotional boundaries as you
would wish for others to do to you. For instance: do not touch someone’s wheelchair
without prior permission, even to move it.
• Respect Blue Zones (Blue Tape) – Please be respectful of any areas at the con marked
with blue tape for example chairs or areas marked with blue tape are reserved
for anyone with accommodations that need to sit up front in order to lip read or
effectively hear. Wheelchair spaces are also marked in blue. Blue zones at the con
MUST be kept clear at all times to allow people to safely enter and leave the con. Be
mindful of your surroundings when stopping to chat with others in the hallways and
aisles.
• Keep Pathways Clear – Keep doorways unblocked and free of merchandise and/or
clutter. This is for everyone’s benefit as blocking walkways, through ways, and doors
creates an unsafe situation, not just in an emergency.

• Air Quality – Smoke can be a big trigger of breathing issues and migraines. Please wash
your hands if you smoke to help. Avoid wearing any type of perfume or cologne.
• Say Something – You can be an advocate for accessibility by speaking up if you see
something that can be a barrier. For instance: if you see pathways blocked politely ask
for them to be cleared or let Con staff know.

If you see any barriers to accessibility or have any ideas/concerns to help improve our con
please contact our Accessibility Coordinator at accessibility@OrcaCon.org. Let’s make this
an environment of gaming for all by advocating, learning, and enabling a great accessible
con!
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ANTI-HARASSMENT POLICY
OrcaCon is dedicated to providing a great convention experience for everyone, regardless
of gender, sexuality, disability, physical appearance, body size, race or religion. For this
reason, we will not tolerate any form of harassment of convention participants. Con
participants found to be engaging in harassment may be sanctioned or expelled from the
con without refund. We expect participants to follow these rules at all conference venues
and conference-related social events.

What is harassment?
Harassment includes:

• offensive verbal comments about gender, sexuality, impairment, physical appearance,
body size, race or religion.

• showing sexual images in public spaces. Discussion or images related to sex,
pornography, discriminatory language or similar is welcome if it meets all of the
following criteria: (a) organizers have specifically granted permission in writing; (b) it
is necessary to the topic of discussion and no alternative exists; (c) it is presented
in a respectful manner, especially towards women and LGBTQIA people; and (d)
attendees are warned in advance in the program and respectfully given ample warning
and opportunity to leave beforehand. This exception does not allow use of gratuitous
sexual images as attention-getting devices or unnecessary examples.
• intimidation, stalking or following.

• photographing or recording someone without their permission.
• sustained disruption of talks or other events.
• uninvited physical contact.

• uninvited sexual attention.

Participants asked to stop harassing behavior must comply immediately.
Participants must not engage in harassment at any convention venues or convention-related
social event.

What should I do if I am being harassed?

In some cases you may find the harassment stops if you clearly say ‘no’ or ‘please leave
me alone’, or simply walk away. We would appreciate it if a volunteer was still informed to
help us identify any repeat offenders.
If you continue to be harassed or notice someone else being harassed, please contact a
convention volunteer immediately. Con volunteers will help participants contact venue
security or law enforcement, provide escorts, or otherwise assist those experiencing
harassment to feel safe during the con. The first convention volunteer or organizer you
report to will take whatever steps they can to assist you in feeling safe, and will put you in
contact with or bring you to an appropriate staff member.
You do not have to give us details of the harassment, and can choose whether or not to
report. If you wish to report, we will take details of the harassment and work with you to
respond to the issue in a way that assists you in feeling safe and maintains the safety of
the wider convention environment, as well as enforcing our anti-harassment policy. If you
report a serious criminal matter, please be aware that we may be obliged to contact the
police. We would however take into account any concerns you may have around involving
them.
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If you would like to discuss the harassment without making a report, we also offer a
listening service staffed by volunteers. Bear in mind that this is for informal emotional
support only: our volunteers don’t have counselling training, and we can’t promise
confidentiality. You can access the listening service by asking at the Info Desk for an on-call
volunteer.

Anti-racism statement

Like society in general, racism permeates geek culture and geek spaces, making them
less welcoming and safe for POC (People of Color). At OrcaCon, we want to prioritize the
voices of people who are often spoken over or erased in geek spaces, and make OrcaCon
as accessible as we can to people from all racial backgrounds. Problems POC attendees of
geek events talk about include:
• People critiquing their cosplay costumes without being asked.

• the wearing of racially/culturally offensive outfits and costumes (i.e. blackface/
yellowface).

• being expected to be an authority on POC characters in various shows or comics.
• being talked down to or assumed to be less knowledgeable about topics being
discussed.
• This sort of behavior will absolutely not be tolerated.

Why does OrcaCon need an anti-harassment policy?

We’ve implemented an anti-harassment policy in response to widespread reports of
harassment in geek communities and at conventions. Read more about why action on
harassment at geek conventions is necessary by visiting the Ada Initiative website.

How can I help make OrcaCon safer?
• Join our volunteers!

• Be aware of this anti-harassment policy, of using non-oppressive language, and of folks’
boundaries.

• Back up others – if you see someone being harassed or appearing uncomfortable, ask if
they’re okay.

This anti-harassment policy is based on an example from the Geek Feminism wiki created by
the Ada Initiative and other volunteers, and the anti-racism statement came from policies
via the NUS and Race Revolt.
• Con Chair email: info@orcacon.org
• Hotel phone: (425) 455-1300

• Bellevue Police: (425) 452-6917

• King County Sexual Assault Resource Center: (888) 998-6423

• EvergreenHealth Sexual Assault Nurse assistant at Redmond ER: (425) 899-1111
• American Checker Cab: (425) 455-4999
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QUIET ROOM RULES
The purpose of our quiet room is to have a safe place for anyone who needs a break,
such as nursing mothers, folks with with sensory disorders, migraines, or individuals on the
autism spectrum. This space is for attendees to take a break from the noise and excitement
of the convention. Please adhere to the following rules to ensure a respectful and relaxing
environment for all:
• Please keep conversations to an absolute minimum.
• Have phone ringers off.

• If you have to make or take a phone call please take it outside the quiet room.
• Nursing mothers are welcome, but this is NOT a play space for children.

• You may rest your eyes however this room is not intended for long naps.
• Small snacks are ok but please avoid snacks with strong smells.

• Scents such as perfume and cologne should be washed off before entering.

NOTE: Attendees not being respectful of others may be asked to leave the quiet room by
the room’s assigned OrcaCon staff member.
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GAMES INFO
OrcaCon 2018 will have around-the-clock gaming, starting at Noon on Friday, and ending at
4:00pm Sunday. We will also offer tournaments, for both the beginners and experienced
gamer alike! This is a small sampling of the kinds of games you will find at OrcaCon 2018:
• Board/Card Games (Catan, Dominion, Axis & Allies, Small World, Fluxx, Munchkin,
Marrying Mr. Darcy, etc)

• Tabletop Role-playing Games/Story Games (Dungeons & Dragons, Pathfinder, Mutants &
masterminds, Call of Cthulhu, Lady Blackbird, etc)
• TCG/CCG/LCG (Trading Card Game/Collectible Card Games (Magic: The Gathering,
Pokemon, Netrunner, etc)
• Miniatures Wargaming (Warhammer, Warmachine/Hordes, X-Wing Miniatures, etc)

D&D Adventures League The D&D Adventurers League is an ongoing official campaign for
Dungeons & Dragons. It uses the 5th Edition Dungeons & Dragons rules, and features the
Forgotten Realms setting. You can play D&D Adventurers League games literally anywhere.
Players use the fifth edition rules to create a character and bring that character to games
anywhere D&D Adventurers League play is happening.
Please note — Every session on the OrcaCon Schedule has a beginner’s adventure available
for play, and includes pre-generated characters if you haven’t made a character. Learn
to play! Read more about the D&D Adventurers League program here. dnd.wizards.com/
playevents/organized-play.
For sign ups, see the Adventurer’s League Table outside the Kirkland room on the 1st floor.
They will have games starting at Level 1 if you are new to the Adventurers League.

PLAY & WIN
OrcaCon 2018 is happy to announce that we will be hosting another Play & Win library with
our friends at Double Exposure!
Play & Win is an easy way to take home a new game
by doing what you are already doing: having fun
playing games. It works like this — check out a demo
copy of one of the eligible games near the games
library area and play a round (or more) with your
friends. When you return the game, you’ll receive a
raffle ticket, one ticket per player. You can drop your
ticket into the cup for the game you hope to win. You
can play as many of the Play & Win games as you like.
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To ensure that as many folks as possible go home with a prize we ask that you limit the
number of games you win to two—at least until we have given everyone a chance to get a
game. It’s as simple as that!
The Envoy Program will have the following games available:

Stronghold Games
• Get the Cheese!
• Pit Crew

• Fabled Fruit

R&R Games

• Dragon Island

• Pyramid Poker
• Pickle Letter

Bezier Games

• New York Slice
• Werewords

Indie Boards & Cards
• Witching Hour
• Pirate 21

• BEEEEES!

• The Resistance

Pandasaurus Games
USAopoly
• Nefarious
• Level Up
• Rollers

Grandpa Beck’s Games
• Cover Your
Assets

Mayday Games

• Five Seals of
Magic
• Macroscope
• H.I.D.E.

Thames & Kosmos
• Brutal Kingdom
• Word Slam

Allsaid & Dunn

Grail Games
• Circus Flohcati

• Doughnut DriveThru

• Medici: The Card
Game

Tasty Minstrel Games
• Okey Dokey
• Joraku

• Samara

Greater Than Games
• Fate of the Elder
Gods
• Exoplanets

INI, Inc.

• Starfall

• Machi Koro

• The Game (On
Fire)

Baksha Games

• Little Drop of
Poison

Jellybean Games
• Scuttle!

Triton Noir

• V-Commandos

Shades of Vengeance
• Champion of Earth

Cheeky Parrot Games
• Hoard

• Never Have I Ever Brain Games
• Dabble
Smirk & Dagger Games • Bin’Fa: The Tao of
• Ice Cool
War
Portal
Games
• Paramedics: Clear!
• Doodle Rush
Chara Games
• Tides of Madness Galakta
• BIOTIX
• 3 Seeds
• Alien Artifacts
Gorilla Games
• Zombie Terror
• Unauthorized
HABA
USA
• Desert Island
• Ragers:
Wattsalpoag Games
Champions of the
• Karuba
• The Worst Game
Arena
• A Fistful of
Ever
• Adventure Land
Penguins
B&B Game Studios
• The Best
Paw-Warrior Games
•
Claim
It!
Expansion Ever
• BetaBotz
• Ambyria: Shroud
Formal Ferret Games
• The Refuge: A
of the Shadow
Race for Survival
• The Networks
Demon
Fireside Games
• Wordsy
• Coup

• Kaiju Crush
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GAME TOURNAMENTS
We’re excited to present some great tournaments for OrcaCon 2018! Here’s our current list
of Tournaments you’ll be able to play in at the show:

Catan National Qualifier Tournament
OrcaCon will be hosting an official Catan US
Nationals Qualifier Tourney. The Tournament
Winner will receive a trip (Airfare & Hotel) to
the 2018 Catan US Nationals Tournament at
Origins Game Fair 2018 in Columbus, OH, June
13-17, 2018.The Catan US National Champion
will move on to the 2018 Catan World
Championship in Germany, courtesy of Catan
Studio.
You must be 18+ and a US Citizen to compete.
Muster will be at 9am, with the tournament expected to start by 10am. There will be three
preliminary rounds, with the top 16 scores moving to the Semi-Final. There is one single
elimination game to the Finals. There will be one final game, and the winner will be the
Qualifier Champion, and represent OrcaCon at the US Nationals at Origins next year.
• 3 Rounds Qualifier, Semi-Final, and Final

• For questions about the Qualifier, contact info@orcacon.org

• For questions about the Catan’s Qualifier Tournament Program, contact donna@
catanstudio.com

Car Wars 3-D Tournament

He triggered the rear guns once more. A direct hit! The blue car skidded as the driver lost
control – then flipped and caught fire. That would teach him not to tailgate . . .
Car Wars is the game of the freeways of the future, where the right of way goes to the
biggest guns. Players build vehicles complete with weapons, armor, power plants, and more.
Then they take them out on the desolate roads, or maybe the brightly lit arenas, to come
home as “aces,” or to crash and burn.
The battlefield for the tournament is a 3-D arena upscaled from the Classic game.No
experience is necessary to play, both rookie duelists and veteran aces are welcome. Designs
will be provided.
This tournament features 4 qualifier rounds, starting at 9, 11:30, 2, and 4:30, with a
maximum of 8 players per round. Play in as many or as few qualifier games as you’d like –
they are standalone games. The top two finishers from each qualifier round earn a seat at
the final at 7.
Finalists may bring their own Division 25 arena-legal design (with 50 point characters) if they
wish or use one provided by the host. The overall victor of the tournament will take home
a trophy to commemorate the event! Drive Offensively!
• Qualifier 1

• Qualifier 2

• Qualifier 3

• Qualifier 4
• Final
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Double Exposure’s Envoy Tournaments!

The 2018 Washington State Diamonds Championship
This Stronghold game by Mike Fitzgerald is a trick-taking card game in which players collect
Diamonds – not cards bearing that suit, mind you, but rather actual “Diamond Crystals”.
What makes the game of Diamonds different from other trick-taking card games is that
when you cannot follow suit you get a “Suit Action” based on what suit you do play. Suit
Actions are also taken by the winner of each trick, as well as at the end of a full Round of
play. Whoever has the most points in Diamond Crystals at the end of the game wins! The
winner of this tournament will get a trophy, a copy of the game, plus a seat at the final
round of the Northwest Regional Championship at Evergreen Tabletop Expo (as well as a
free badge to Evergreen Tabletop Expo)!
2018 Washington State Game of 49 Championship
Starting with $49 apiece, players in The Game of 49 bid to buy spaces on the 49-square
(7-by-7) game board. Randomly drawn number cards are auctioned one at a time, with the
highest bidder placing a chip on the matching board space. Wild/Payoff cards give players a
choice of where to place their chip and also award cash to all players for their chips on the
board: $7 per chip, with a payoff maximum of $49. The first player to claim four spaces in
a row, in any direction, wins. The winner of this tournament will get a trophy, a copy of the
game, plus a seat at the final round of the Northwest Regional Championship at Evergreen
Tabletop Expo (as well as a free badge to Evergreen Tabletop Expo)!
2018 Washington State Skull King Championship
Brent Beck’s Skull King is a trick-taking game similar to Oh Hell!, Wizard and Spades, with
players needing to state how many tricks they think they’ll win each round. Pirates and
other special cards add to the strategy. The winner of this tournament will get a trophy, a
copy of the game, plus a seat at the final round of the Northwest Regional Championship at
Evergreen Tabletop Expo (as well as a free badge to Evergreen Tabletop Expo)!
2018 Washington State Nevermore Championship
This game from Smirk & Dagger is a casual-style, card-drafting game in which you quickly
build your hand each round, collecting cards you want and poisoning your opponent’s hand
by passing along cards you think they can’t use. Whoever holds the most of a given suit,
gains the power of that suit to attack, heal, acquire Light or Shadow magicks and score
victory points. Will you transform all your rivals into ravens – or can they regain their
human form in time to score enough victory to win? The winner of this tournament will
get a trophy, a copy of the game, plus a seat at the final round of the Northwest Regional
Championship at Evergreen Tabletop Expo (as well as a free badge to Evergreen Tabletop
Expo)!
2018 Washington State Neuroshima Hex! Championship
A strategy game set in the post-apocalyptic world of Neuroshima, a Polish role-playing
game. Each player leads one of four armies: Borgo, Hegemonia (Hegemony), Moloch,
and Posterunek (Outpost). Each army deck consists of 34 tiles: soldiers, support tiles,
and special actions. You win when all enemy headquarters are destroyed or when your
headquarters is the least damaged at the end of the game. The winner of this tournament
will get a trophy, a copy of the game, plus a seat at the final round of the Northwest
Regional Championship at Evergreen Tabletop Expo (as well as a free badge to Evergreen
Tabletop Expo)!
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2018 Washington State Dimension Championship
Dimension is a fast-paced, innovative puzzle game that takes place in three dimensions
with 60 colorful spheres. All of the players play at the same time. Everybody tries to
position the spheres on their trays to earn as many points as possible. The task cards
indicate how the spheres must be placed to earn points. Complete these tasks while racing
against the timer. You get a point for each sphere you use and a bonus token for using all
five colors, but you lose two points for each task card you don’t follow correctly. Prove to
your opponents that you are the master of multi-dimensional thinking! The winner of this
tournament will get a trophy, a copy of the game, plus a seat at the final round of the
Northwest Regional Championship at Evergreen Tabletop Expo (as well as a free badge to
Evergreen Tabletop Expo)!

GAME DEMO TABLES
We’ve got some great companies who will be demoing their games at OrcaCon 2018. We’ll
have more updates closer to the show, but here’s our initial list. Demo tables will be
available in the Bellvue Grand Ballroom on Saturday and Sunday.

OrcaCon is proud to feature the Lady Planeswalkers Society, A Welcoming Place for All
Genders to Learn to Play Magic: The Gathering.

Lady Planeswalkers Society

Founded in Seattle in 2011 by Tifa Robles, the Lady Planeswalkers Society aims to create
welcoming, friendly environments for all genders to learn Magic: The Gathering. We host
events for all skill levels to battle Magic in an alternative space!
Breaking down the barriers of entry into Magic is the number one goal of the group, but we
also aim to provide a stepping-stone into tournament play.
With over 100 chapters in the world, this group has been very successful and continues to
grow. Outside of running tournaments in stores every week, the group also teaches Magic
at many conventions with a large, dedicated staff of experienced teachers.

Green Fairy Studios LLC – greenfairystudios.com

• Fairy Rade – Featuring all original artwork inspired by Art Nouveau, The Fairy Rade™ is
a quick playing card game for 2 to 4 players, where each player is the leader of a Fairy
Parade trying to trick humans into joining their procession.

• Lygari! – Featuring all original artwork inspired by Art Nouveau, Lygari™ is a fun bluffing
game for 3-6 players, where each player is one of the Einherjar in Valhalla boasting
about their conquests!

WYSIWY Games – www.planetoftheapes-boardgame.com/

• Planet of the Apes: The Miniatures Boardgame – A co-operative tactical miniatures
boardgame for 1-4 players.

Corvitis Games – www.corvitisgames.com/manok

• Manok – An abstract strategy game wherein you manage a group of rum smuggler
pirate ships trying to move rum from outlying islands into the the black market on
Manok Island. Utilizes pickup/delivery, territory control, hidden knowledge, and memory
mechanics in a fun, fast-paced strategy game with multiple victory conditions.

Flatout Games – twitter.com/FlatoutGames

• The Big Dig is a trick-taking, tableau-building, bag-pulling expedition into ancient buried
chambers to uncover precious jewels. Players use character powers to win tricks or
build their teams for the ultimate showdown when the legendary chamber is unearthed.
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Cherry Picked Games – www.cherrypickedgames.com/

• Conspire — A hidden-role storytelling game about creating conspiratorial meetings
of epic scope. It combines bluffing and social deduction with world-building and roleplaying.

• Far Away — A two-player cooperative game about exploring a new planet. Players
must manage resources, their mission, and the emotional burden of being the only two
people for light years to survive.
• Drink! — A drinking game perfect for house parties. It’s easy to learn, quick to play,
and rewarding for gamers and casual drinkers alike. Unlike most drinking games, the
focus is on player interaction and icebreaking, not alcohol.

• Catalyst — is a role-playing game set in an alternate present in which demons have
invaded, bringing with them war, plague, and magic. You are one of the remaining onepercent of humanity in a desperate struggle to survive.

Cabin 21 Games – cabin21games.launchrock.com/

• Solo Una Noche – A Luchador Wrestling card game for 2-4 players. For “One Night
Only” put on your mask and immerse yourself in the world of Lucha Libre wrestling.
Players use one of four character decks to win over the crowd and take down their
opponent.

Weathergage Workshop – www.weathergageworkshop.com/congress-the-boardgame/

• Congress: The Board Game is a diplomacy and bluffing game inspired by American
Politics. Players take the jobs of congresspersons who must compete for the most
clout to make a run for president, but they also must balance their ambitions with their
constituents’ needs if they wish to stay in office! The game takes place over three
terms of three sessions each, wherein players propose bills, make amendments, and
vote. Players whose bills pass receive nomination points, and after three terms, the
player with the most nomination points wins the game.

Nicole Jekich – www.dailymagicgames.com/food-truck-champion/

• Food Truck Champion – In Food Truck Champion, you are the owner of a new food
truck, out to make a name for yourself. Hire staff, cook food, and please customers to
earn awards and gain popularity. At the end of the day, the food truck with the most
popularity wins!

Groks Games – www.groksgames.com/annihilation-zombies

• Annihilation Zombies – Turn based zombie card game where you fight zombies, collect
loot, and try to kill your friends before they kill you.

Zephyr Workshop – www.robotstrategygame.com

• Zephyr Workshop is proud to bring you A.E.G.I.S., the premier tabletop game of
combining robot combat! It’s a fast-paced, team building strategy game, where your
squad of five giant combining robots fight as one united front. Build your squad from
dozens of options in 5 different classes (Assault, Evasive, Guard, Intel, Support) to
destroy your opponents!

Bravely Told Games – cultfollowinggame.com

• Cult Following – A creative storytelling game where players use ideas from the deck
to create ridiculous cults and pitch them to the other players.

Seeking Hero – seekinghero.com/

• Oathen is a combat arena board game inspired by e-sports games. It provides a highly
repayable experience through 6 different heroes, multiple game modes, a randomized
arena, and action packed strategic game play.

James Stowe Illustration – sidekickquests.com/learn-the-game/
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• Sidekick Quests the Roleplaying Game – An introductory roleplaying game for kids and
adults to play together.

PANELS & WORKSHOPS
OrcaCon is excited to offer a wide variety of panels and workshops. We have a great
lineup of Guests, spanning all disciplines in the game industry. You can attend panels and
workshops from game industry professionals, community leaders, and other smart folks
who love to talk about games.You can see our full schedule of games, events, panels and
workshops here: orcacon2018.sched.com

ORCACON 2018 PANELS & WORKSHOPS –
VANCOUVER ROOM, 3RD FLOOR
FRIDAY

Welcome to OrcaCon 2018! (12:00pm – 1:00pm)
The OrcaCon Board and Convention Staff welcome you to OrcaCon 2018. We’ll kick off the
convention with a rockin’ panel, give you any updates you need to know, and we’ll be here
to answer your questions about OrcaCon!
Making the Familiar Strange (1:30pm – 2:30pm)
Bring us your favorite games or ones that you are developing and let’s read together
what is really being told by the rules, characters, mechanics, and visuals. What stories
are embedded in game mechanics? What values are being reproduced? What carry-on
baggage is included? Whose understanding of reality is included and whose is not? Brought
to you by scholars of indigenous philosophy, feminist theory, media studies, and popular
communications, Dr. Jeanette M. Bushnell and Dr. Jonathan S. Tomhave.
GMing: One Small Step or One Giant Leap? (2:30pm – 3:30pm)
At one time or another, most players think about it: becoming a GM. Is it really that hard
to do? Is it for everyone? Come along and find out what advice our panel of experts has to
offer if you’re thinking about taking the plunge.
Gaming as Grownups (3:30pm – 4:30pm)
As gamers grow up and settle down, where do games fit in? How can parents juggle gaming
and parenting? How soon should you teach your kid to play D&D? Come hear a discussion on
gaming as adults and parents and learn how to squeeze gaming back into your schedule.
Creating Inclusive Gaming Groups & Events (4:30pm – 5:30pm)
Enjoy board games? Love the idea of painting miniatures? Want to know how to find
inclusive groups for gaming? How do you create your own gaming meet-ups? Our panelists
will give you tips on creating game groups, finding public game meet-ups, and enjoying
gaming conventions as a newbie. Want to be a better organizer? We’ll work with you to
build positivity in your current groups, how to find new players, and how to encourage their
participation.
Running in Public: GMing at Cons and Stores (5:30pm – 6:30pm)
Running games for strangers at stores and cons presents its own set of challenges,
particularly for marginalized people. Come hear from experienced GMs who frequently run
games in public.
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Writing and Story Development for Games (6:30pm – 7:30pm)
Story development can affect game system design, character design and environments.
Our game industry pros will discuss how a great story needs to also fit in the design of the
game system. Maybe you need a different system for your story? Do you write the story
and fit the design around it? Or do you start with the design and weave a story through it?
Dragon Age: A Love Story (7:30pm – 8:30pm)
How Bioware’s current 3-part RPG made me fall in love with the genre again. The romances
of Dragon Age are more than an online fantasy dating Sim and cover a lot of moral choices
in and around relationships. We’re here to beat the Darkspawn, for sure, but there is more
to life than war and battle.
The Couple That Games Together (8:30pm – 9:30pm)
Join these nerdy couples as they talk about the trials and tribulations of being in a gaming
couple. We’ll discuss the importance of communication, how to handle competition, and
answer your questions about being a couple that games together.

SATURDAY

GM’s Academy 102: Learning the Game (10:00am – 12:00pm)
This two-hour workshop provides practical advice for new GMs who have an entire game
system in front of them, and the need to learn its system. Learn about some of the
different styles of game and how to find systems that work for your GMing style, both
mechanically and in terms of what kind of stories you want to tell. Hosted by Joseph
Carriker.
Escapism vs Empowerment (12:00pm – 1:00pm)
Games fill many roles, especially for minorities whose daily lives are filled with stress,
depressing news, and microaggressions. In gaming, we can be empowered to fight against
forces that tax us daily, or escape them entirely to worlds where we suffer no stigma. But
which solution is more helpful or appropriate?
Imposter Syndrome (1:00pm – 2:00pm)
You’re not alone: how to deal with the feeling of being unworthy, or outclassed, why you
should never self-reject, and how to fight through the bad days.
Real-Time Game Design (2:00pm – 3:00pm)
Taking prompts from the audience, a group of game designers will create a game live in one
hour! In addition, we’ll be taking questions and explaining a bit about how anyone can get
started with designing games.
Representation in games: Supporting Marginalized Creators & Players in Games
(3:00pm – 4:00pm)
What challenges do women, LGBT individuals, and PoC face in the gaming industry? Does
the gaming community dissuade marginalized folks from gaming? What are some examples
of game companies supporting diversity in game design, and how can game companies
continue to improve?
Geeky Parents Raising Geeky Babies (4:00pm – 5:00pm)
Geeks are having babies and this world is becoming more geek friendly. These parents will
talk about what’s it like being geeks themselves while raising geek babies. Sharing their
tears and successes, these parents have either seen it all or are about to face the world as
geeks with their new geek babies.
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Technology at the Gaming Table (5:00pm – 6:00pm)
iPads, laptops, cell phones, and computers are all popping up at the game table, and
apps are being developed to assist with character management and rules tracking. But do
these elements hinder immersion into the game and distract more than they help? Our
panelists will discuss the pros and cons of using technology during role-playing games, and
recommend their favorite programs.
Something at Work in the Soul: Horror in Tabletop RPGs (6:00pm – 7:00pm)
Horror is a potent tool to explore the human psyche and investigate one’s sense of self, but
its nuance and subtlety can make it hard to translate into games. Veteran RPG designers
reveal their methods and philosophies for crafting tabletop horror tales of any subgenre–
including gothic horror, post-apocalyptic horror, and body horror. Panelists delve into the
essentials of consent, pre-game preparation, and in-game tools and skills to consider
incorporating into your games to achieve the most effective and fulfilling horror experience
for players as possible.
Qd3 Presents: Queering Your Setting (7:00pm – 8:00pm)
Join Qd3 panelists as we explore ways and reasons to add queerness to your setting. We’ll
look at different setting perspectives on queerness, at the place of queerness in differing
cultures, and ways to introduce queer NPCs without resorting to tokened or othered
caricatures.
For the Love of Maps & Cartography (8:00pm – 9:00pm)
You don’t have to be a great artist to draw fun and interesting maps for your game! Learn
some tips that help our designers create interesting maps of nations, cities, and dungeons—
and get advice on your own unique locations.

SUNDAY

GM’s Academy 202: Bringing NPCs to Life (10:00am – 12:00pm)
This two-hour workshop takes a look at one of the most important tools in a GM’s
collection for creating memorable settings: the non-player characters! We’ll look at some
tricks for creating memorable NPCs, ways to make players give a damn about them, and
lots more. Hosted by Joseph Carriker
Pitching Your Work…and Yourself (12:00pm – 1:00pm)
A workshop on how to get your work and yourself noticed, including elevator pitches, cover
letters, and blind queries.
A Day In The Life (2:00pm – 3:00pm)
What do writers, editors, artists, producers, and publishers get up to on a daily basis? Are
they actually chained to their desks in dank hovels, or are they occasionally allowed out?
(You have to hope so, or this is going to be a very brief panel!) And is there really such a
thing as No Pants Wednesday?
Critical Hits & Misses (3:00pm – 5:00pm)
Join the OrcaCon Staff for an open discussion about OrcaCon 2018. Have suggestions? Want
to give props or shout outs? Special notes for outstanding volunteers? Particular games,
panels, and events you’d like for OrcaCon 2019? Find out who we’ve asked to be the 2019
Guests of Honor and our focus for the next event!
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GUESTS
GUEST OF HONOR
Renee Nejo

Renee Nejo is a freelance 3D artist and independent game
designer in Denver, Colorado. She is a proud Diegueno and a literal
card carrying tribal member of the Mesa Grand Band of Mission
Indians. Renee is an unapologetic advocate for education and self
determination of Native people. She has recently contributed
to the art and design of Ever, Jane, a video game in the world
of Jane Austen as well as a few illustrations for Gravity Ghost.
She is also currently a volunteer mentor for at-risk youth at
Thomas Jefferson High School in Denver. Renee is the creator and
designer of Blood Quantum the video game, her “experiment in
education games”.

www.reneenejo.com/

SPECIAL GUESTS
Gabriel de los Angeles

Gabriel de los Angeles is a Snoqualmie tribal member and PhC in
Learning Science and Human Development at the University of
Washington. His research interests are development across the life
course through play and learning in informal environments. His life
combines his love of popular culture, fandom, and games with nearly
two decades of experience with fan-made events and community
organizations around the world. He examines these things through
equity, equality and indigenous philosophies.

Jonathan S Thomhave

Jonathan S Tomhave, PhD (Hidatsa, Ho-Chunk, Prairie Band Potawatomi)
s an enrolled member of the Three Affiliated Tribes of Ft. Berthold.
Although Jonathan doctoral background is in Communication (media
studies) Jonathan has been playing games since THAC0 was a thing.
Jonathan, along with his research partners at www.ndnplayers.com
have been examining, discussing, researching, podcasting, writing, and
developed the game Potlatch: A Game About Coast Salish Economics
that addresses the need for educational materials for Washington
States Time Immemorial curriculum initiative.

Jeanette M Bushnell

Jeanette M. Bushnell, PhD. Citizen of Anishinaabe Nation. Along with
Dr. Tomhave and Tylor Prather, her partners at The N.D.N. Players
Research Group (www.ndnplayers.com), she is spending time with
ideas associated with indigene and games. Our recent work includes
an academic paper on the subject, a list of indigenous game tags and
genres (available on www.ndnplayers.com), and a distribution-focused
Kickstarter campaign to launch our first game, Potlatch: A Card Game
about Coast Salish Economics.
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Katherine Cross

Beth Sobel

Katherine Cross is a Ph.D. student in Sociology at the CUNY Graduate
Centre in New York, and a contributing columnist to Gamasutra. Her
work has focused on everything from game design to community
management to online harassment. As a social and gaming critic, her
work has appeared in numerous publications worldwide, including
Rolling Stone, Bitch Magazine, The Baffler, Time, The Verge, Polygon,
First Person Scholar, and The Daily Beast. She is also a sought-after
thinker on technology whose commentary has appeared on NPR, ABC
Radio National, Le Monde, and Dagens Nyheter among others. Recently,
she has begun to enter the world of game design, contributing writing
and scenarios to games like the Pathfinder RPG and Eclipse Phase. She
yearns for the robot uprising and is currently writing a book on the
subject.
Beth Sobel is a board game illustrator living and working in Bellingham,
Washington. She has an MFA in Painting from Savannah College of
Art and Design, and feels incredibly fortunate to be able to work in
an industry she loves. You can find her work on board games such as
Herbaceous, World’s Fair 1893, Viticulture and Tuscany, Lanterns, The
Last Garden, Coldwater Crown, Path of Light and Shadow, Between Two
Cities, and more. She has also contributed art to the Lord of the Rings
LCG, the Firefly and Star Wars RPGs, and Legend of the Five Rings.

bethsobel.com/

Joseph Carriker

Nicole Lindroos

Joseph Carriker is a game developer for Green Ronin, having helmed A
Song of Ice and Fire Roleplaying for several years, as well as working
on other games such as Fantasy AGE and the Critical Role: Tal’Dorei
Campaign Setting books. He has worked in the gaming industry for over
fifteen years, including doing work for Wizards of the Coast, White
Wolf, and Onyx Path Publishing during that time. He is an outspoken
queer gamer, having helped found the annual Queer as a Three-Sided
Die panels at Gen Con and other conventions. He is also novelist, having
recently published his first novel, Sacred Band, about a team of LGBTQ
superheroes. Joseph lives in Portland, Oregon with his fiancé A.J.

Nicole Lindroos entered the game industry in 1989. In that time, she
co-founded Adventures Unlimited magazine, served on the board of the
Game Manufacturers Association and as the chair of the Academy of
Adventure Gaming Art and Design, volunteered both on the advisory
committee and as the head of the Origins Awards, and has been an
active freelancer for large and small companies alike. Since the year
2000 she has been co-owner and General Manager of Green Ronin
Publishing. Her recent projects include contributions to the Dragon Age
Tabletop Roleplaying Game and Titansgrave: Ashes of Valakana.
She’s also the sweetest person you never want to piss off.

www.greenronin.com
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Jaym Gates

Wes Schneider

Jaym Gates is an editor and author based out of Seattle. She is the
Managing Editor for Nisaba Press, an imprint of Green Ronin Publishing,
and an acquiring editor for Falstaff Books. Her anthologies include War
Stories, Strategy Strikes Back: How Star Wars Explains Modern Conflict,
Genius Loci, and Strange California. Her RPG work includes Blue Rose:
Six of Swords, Firefly: Smuggler’s Guide to the Rim, and Lost Citadel.
In her spare time, she trains jousting horses, consults for futurist
interests, and practices Systema.

F. Wesley Schneider is co-creator of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game,
and author of dozens of Pathfinder and Dungeons & Dragons adventures
and accessories. Beyond roleplaying games, he’s written a variety of
short stories, video game dialog, and tabletop game designs.
Wes has strong opinions about horror, world-building, and storytelling,
and has spoken at length on inclusivity and LGBTQ topics in gaming—
most notably at Gen Con’s annual Queer as a Three-Sided Die series.
His novel, Bloodbound, released in December 2015, while his most
recent major roleplaying offerings include The Hellfire Compact and In
Search of Sanity from Paizo Inc.
Wes lives outside Seattle with his husband and a particularly unlucky
black cat.

www.wesschneider.com/

Lillian Cohen-Moore

Lillian Cohen-Moore is an award winning editor, and devotes her writing
to fiction and journalism. Influenced by the work of Jewish authors and
horror movies, she draws on bubbe meises (grandmother’s tales) and
horror classics for inspiration. She spends her days introducing people
to cosmic horror and Bronze Age fantasy as Director of Marketing and
Media for Chaosium Inc. Currently living in New Orleans, Louisiana.

www.lilliancohenmoore.com/
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Liz Courts

Liz blames her brother for all of this. An avid gamer for almost thirty
years, Liz has worked on over 70 different RPG products, helped
organize the first unofficial PaizoCon, started and headed the Wayfinder
fanzine for its first four issues, went on to work for Paizo after being a
member of its community for five years, and is now a mostly organic,
free range freelancer. Liz also likes art, baking, coffee, and all things
ninja, but not always in that order. She is not a werewolf.

facebook.com/rpggeek

Crystal Frazier

Crystal Frasier is a writer, game developer, and graphic designer with
eighteen years’ experience, best known for her work on the Pathfinder
line of roleplaying games and adventures. She strives to make games
worlds where everyone can see themselves reflected. She is a survivor
of both the Art Institute of Seattle and New College of Florida, and
pulls heavy inspiration for her work from European, Central American,
and African history as well as the works of L. Frank Baum and Lewis
Caroll. In her free time, Crystal reads comics, plays with her dog, and
obsessively rewatches old cartoons from the 80s and 90s.

amazonchique.tumblr.com/

Lynne Hardy

Although I trained as a biomedical research scientist and spent many
years as a lecturer at a local further education college, I am now a full
time freelance writer, editor, games designer & educator.
Over the years I’ve worked on many games, including SLA Industries,
Dying Earth, Victoriana 3e, Achtung! Cthulhu (where I was the lead
designer, writer & editor on their Kickstarter project), Katanas &
Trenchcoats, 13th Age, and my own steampunk game, Cogs, Cakes &
Swordsticks.
I’ve been gaming (tabletop and LARP) for more years than I care to
admit, and I also teach embroidery and crafts to community groups of
all ages!

cogscakesandswordsticks.blogspot.co.uk/
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Jenn Sandercock

Jenn is driven to create a world of games built on friendship curiosity,
and challenge. As an independent game developer, Jenn’s determination
has led her to come up with 52 game ideas in 52 weeks and then
implement 12 games in 12 months. She was a coder/designer/producer
on the modern adventure game hit, Thimbleweed Park. Her current
project is a series of edible tabletop games where you eat the pieces.
When she’s not focused on building games, you can find Jenn baking,
exploring her local Seattle neighbourhood, organising Indie Adventures,
posting about her brooch collection and eating gourmet chocolate.

jennsand.com/

Tifa Robles

Tifa Robles is the founder & organizer of the Lady Planeswalkers
Society (LPS). With almost 80 chapters worldwide, LPS creates
welcoming, friendly environments to learn and play Magic: The
Gathering regardless of gender, skill level, or anything else. The
organization also teaches Magic and participates in panels at many
conventions. In her 9-5 job, Tifa works as an Account Representative at
GTS Distribution, helping game stores grow all across the world. She
formerly worked at Xbox and Wizards of the Coast. Tifa is a hardcore
lifestyle gamer and a feminist, who enjoys combining the two. She and
her husband are also new parents, enjoying introducing all things nerdy
to their baby boy.

ladyplaneswalkers.weebly.com/

Brittanie Boe
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Brittanie Boe is known most prominently in the world of tabletop
as the unstoppable Bebo, editor of TheGameWire.Com, host of the
GameWire YouTube channel, and handles the social media for the
brand. The GW brand is the marketing arm of GTS Distribution, of which
Bebo is the face. Helping people learn about new and exciting games
(as well as fun classics) is her job, and one she relishes. She also helps
her daughter create her own tabletop gaming videos and at times
they create them together. You find her around the convention playing
games and creating content! Feel free to say hi or stop by to take a
selfie!

Jennell Jaquays

Jennell Jaquays professional life has centered around game making. She
pioneered pre-made RPG scenarios in her Dungeons & Dragons fanzine
The Dungeoneer in 1976 and is STILL known for her D&D adventures
Dark Tower and Caverns of Thracia. She assembled one of the first
video game art and design studios at Coleco to make ColecoVision
games. After working independently as an illustrator and game content
designer, and then as a cover artist and director of graphics for TSR,
Inc., the original publisher of Dungeons & Dragons, she returned to
computer games in 1997, first as a designer for id Software on Quake
2 and Quake 3, and later as an artist for Age of Empires III and Halo
Wars, and level design lead on CCP’s World of Darkness MMO based on
Vampire the Masquerade.
She is considered one of the founders of The SMU Guildhall in Dallas,
a leading master’s degree level video game development school
within Southern Methodist University. She was instrumental in both
establishing the structure and focus of the program and designing the
first art curriculum for it. Her son was an early graduate of Guildhall
and works as a senior level artist in the digital game industry.
Jennell currently divides her creative energy between projects
for design studio Dragongirl Studios, her Fifth Wall brand of game
adventures and miniatures, and serving as the creative director for
Olde Sküül, Inc. a digital game developer and publisher based in
Seattle, Washington which she founded with three other veteran female
developers in 2012.

www.jaquays.com/

Kiva Maginn

Kiva Maginn is the Lead Designer for BattleTech at Harebrained
Schemes, where she’s making giant robots fight and making their pilots
kiss. She’s been in the video game industry for 15 years, doing game
system design and battling her impostor syndrome. She’s worked on
large-scale MMOs and tiny mobile games and all the stuff in between,
and been an engineer, a designer, and for a brief and terrible few
months, an artist. She collects old and obscure RPG systems like other
people collect comics. You can follow her at @HBS_thratchen, or follow
her game at battletechgame.com. She is friendly, has had her shots,
and does not bite.
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Liz Argall

A SF author, roleplaying gamer and cartoonist, Liz doesn’t remember
her first D&D game, because she was four. As a teen she grew into
herself an eclectic gaming world that ranged from Traveller to Hunter
Planet and an Australian convention scene that encouraged syncretic
approaches to games and systems. Systemless games, multiforms,
freeforms and theatre forms were particular loves (similar in some
ways to Scandinavian LARPS). Her fiction can be found in places like
Uncanny Magazine, Strange Horizons, This is How You Die: Stories of the
Inscrutable, Infallible, Inescapable Machine of Death, and Escape Artists’
podcasts. Honors include Best New Designer Award at Phenomenon
Roleplaying Convention, been a finalist for the Aurealis Awards for best
YA short story, and was a recent associate artist in residence at the
Atlantic Center for the Arts. Liz creates the webcomic thingswithout.
com and has worked on roleplaying games for Onyx Path and 13th Age.

Amanda Hamon Kunz

Amanda Hamon Kunz is the Development Coordinator at Paizo Inc.
and an ENnie award-winning tabletop game developer and editor. At
Paizo, she works on the Pathfinder RPG is co-designer of the Starfinder
RPG. Her freelance writing, development, editing, and game design
has appeared in products from publishers including Paizo, Kobold Press,
Hammerdog Games, Zombie Sky Press, and others. In addition to waxing
nerdy about fantasy worldbuilding traditions and theory, she has spoken
extensively about the intersectionality of feminism and gaming. You can
find Amanda on Twitter at @amandahamon.

Jess Hartley

Jess Hartley – For the last 15 years, Jess Hartley has been an avid
novelist/writer/editor/game creator in the tabletop game industry. She
helped create the award-winning Changeling: The Lost for Onyx Path, as
well as other game lines in the World of Darkness (Promethean, Mage,
Werewolf, Hunter and more). She has also had the pleasure of working
for Margaret Weis Productions, John Wick Presents, and Magpie Games,
as well as other industry giants. Jess is an enthusiastic LARPer and
board/card game player, with a particular fondness for silly games as
well as those that involve cooperation, collaboration, and deep moral
conundrums (much like life!).
Jess makes her home in the Pacific Northwest, where she dwells
with her husband/technical support Viking, Valkyrie-daughter, and a
veritable menagerie of other interesting animals. In her copious (LOL!)
spare time, she enjoys crafting, cooking, watching very polite people
bake competitively, and reading a wide variety of fiction and non-fiction
genres. Her favorite color is green, and her favorite number is 3.
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Ari Marmell

Ari Marmell would love to tell you all about the various esoteric jobs
he held and the wacky adventures he had on the way to becoming an
author, since that’s what other authors seem to do in these sections.
Unfortunately, he doesn’t actually have any, because real life is
boring—hence the focus on fiction. His published work includes fully
original novels, such as Hot Lead, Cold Iron and the Widdershins series;
licensed/tie-in novels for multiple properties; and role-playing game
material for games such as Dungeons & Dragons. He has worked with
publishers such as Del Rey, Pyr Books, Titan Books, and Wizards of the
Coast.
Ari currently lives in an apartment that’s almost as cluttered as his
subconscious, which he shares (the apartment, not the subconscious,
though sometimes it seems like it) with George—his wife—and two cats
who probably want something right now.

@mouseferatu
www.mouseferatu.com

Nicole Jekich

Nicole Jekich is a passionate game designer and tabletop community
organizer in Seattle, WA. For the past four years, she has shared her
tabletop gaming experiences and support of indie games on her site,
AcrossTheBoardGames.Net. Food is her other passion and she is always
looking to bring people together around gaming and food. Nicole is a
co-designer on Food Truck Champion- a competitive card game that
includes some of her favorite foods (like lumpia)! You can find Nicole
running community events and playtesting local games with playtestNW
and collaborating on cool projects and games for her company
WhiskeyGinger. Join her at Orca Con and enjoy demos from a curated
selection of her favorites games!

@njekich @board_crossing
www.acrosstheboardgames.net/whiskeyginger

Erin M. Evans

Erin M. Evans got a degree in Anthropology from Washington University
in St. Louis—and promptly stuck it in a box. Nowadays she uses that
knowledge of bones, mythology, and social constructions to flesh out
fantasy worlds. She is the author of the best-selling Brimstone Angels
Saga, beginning with the Scribe Award winning Brimstone Angels and
concluding with The Devil You Know. She lives in Washington State with
her husband and sons.

slushlush.com/
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Jeremy Crawford

Jeremy Crawford is the lead rules developer of Dungeons & Dragons
at Wizards of the Coast, as well as the game’s managing editor. He is
the co-lead designer of 5th edition, the lead designer of its Player’s
Handbook, and the co-lead designer of its Dungeon Master’s Guide.
Over the past decade, he has worked on numerous books for the
game, spanning all its editions. Before coming to Wizards, he codesigned the Blue Rose roleplaying game and wrote for Mutants &
Masterminds and Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay. He can be reached on
Twitter, where he continues the Sage Advice tradition.

@JeremyECrawford

Mike Robles

Susan O'Brien

Mike Robles (TheMikeRobles) is a former Community Manager for some
of the biggest games in both the video and table top industries. He’s
worked with Dungeons & Dragons, Magic: The Gathering, Minecraft,
Killer Instinct and more. He spends his free time playing lots of video
games on his Twitch channel www.twitch.tv/themikerobles and writes
reviews for Marooner’s Rock and The Mommy Gamers. When he’s not
playing video games he’s helping Tifa behind the scenes of The Lady
Planeswalker Society and helping raise their beautiful baby boy Xander.

Susan O’Brien is Chaosium’s boardgames line editor. Sue loves
boardgames – as a player, playtester and designer. Most recently she
has been working with game design legend Reiner Knizia on his two
titles for Chaosium – Khan of Khans, set in Greg Stafford’s Glorantha,
and a new Call of Cthulhu-themed boardgame, Miskatonic University:
The Restricted Collection. Other projects in the works include a new
edition of Chris Gidlow’s Credo, a card game simulation of theological
disputation at the Council of Nicaea AD325, and a new cooperative
game involving 10th century Japanese love poetry and red string.
Sue’s professional background is in editing, publishing, and project
management. Her career has also included coordinating clinical research
trials across the world, working as a jillaroo on a sheep station in
the Australian Outback, avoiding being kidnapped in the Philippines,
and serving as the ghost writer for various Arabian dignitaries. After
a decade living and working overseas, Sue returned to Melbourne,
Australia several years ago, where she lives with her husband (game
designer Michael O’Brien) and their two teenage sons.

www.chaosium.com/susan-obrien
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MERCHANT’S HALL
Our Merchants Hall in 2017 featured a wonderful variety of geeky businesses from book
sellers to game stores to artists and artisans. Meet our OrcaCon 2018 Merchant Hall
vendors! The Merchant Room hours are as follows:
• Friday Noon to 8 PM

• Saturday 10 AM to 6 PM
• Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM

ORCACON 2018 MERCHANT HALL
Around the Table Game Gamerpub

Around the Table is all about bringing people together … ‘Round the Table. Sure we serve
beer, cider and other drinks. And yes, we sell games and puzzles. But what we’re really
about is getting people away from their computers, sitting together around a table doing
something: talking, playing, laughing, discussing, bonding … in other words, having fun.

SewCherie

Unique, nerdy, geeky, fandom fabric handicrafts!

Blue Heron Games

Games & Game Accessories. We at Blue Heron strive for excellence and enjoyment in
our games. With every game that we produce we strive to look at ideal and improve it
in such a way that our games are accessible no matter what the player’s experience in
playing games. We strive to make fun and challenging games that examine not only games
themselves but the people that play them.

Chubsy Dragon Creations

Quirky hair accessories, slightly monstrous jewelry, and odd beasties to wear and hold your
things. Made from Polymer clay, felt, and mixed media.
“Creative expression is the need of my soul.”

Games Plus

We are a team of passionate people whose goal is to improve everyone’s life through
unplugged gaming.

T.M. Originals

I create wearable art that stands out in a crowd! I utilize a lot of recycled watch, pocket
watch, and some hard drive parts in my work as well as found objects and acrylic painting.

Brandi York

Fine Art and Random Geekery.

Zucati Corp

Zucati Corp. is a U.S. based company specializing in games, game accessories and industrial
art. Instagram: zucaticorp

Clockwork Dragon

Curious Fantasy & Science-Fiction for Eclectic MindsCorvidae Crafts.
Corvidae Crafts is the collective of multiple like-minded people sharing the same goal of
bringing YOU high quality leather and chainmail fantasy crafts.
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DarkMoon Gallery

DarkSun Studio is the digital home for DarkMoon Gallery and whatever other mad things Liz
Courts comes up with. Seriously, that kind of thing needs to be contained for everyone’s
sake, but some of it has gotten loose on the Internet, in places like OGL Generator, PIcarto,
RedBubble, and Twitch.

Wholehearted Geek

We are a couple of wholehearted geeks who make handmade dice bags and create geeky
inspired designs for apparel and accessories. Get your geek on with us!

Raven Mimura

After just 3 ½ years Raven Mimura graduated from the internationally regarded Rhode
Island School of Design with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Illustration. Some months later,
portfolio in hand, he made his debut at GenCon, the country’s largest fantasy/sci-fi gaming
convention. He has been working steadily (and feverishly) ever since, with a primary focus in
the gaming field.
His work can be found in a wide range of the industry’s top properties: Dungeons & Dragons,
Pathfinder, World of Warcraft TCG, Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, Shadowrun, Call of
Cthulhu, Vampire: The Requiem, Legend of the Five Rings, and many others. An avid gamer
himself (since elementary school), Raven has always been inspired by the incredible artwork
on display in the world of games. He feels blessed to have the opportunity to contribute to
that continuum.

www.ravenmimura.com/

The OrcaCon Store!

The OrcaCon Team will be selling our own branded merchandise, such as the convention
t-shirt, dice, pint glasses, and more. Help us make our 2019 event a success by doing a wee
bit of shopping with us!
For any questions regarding the OrcaCon 2018 Merchants Hall, you can email:

merchants@orcacon.org
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STAFF
ORCACON BOARD MEMBERS
Donna Prior

Barry Wilson

Steve Hobbs

Ben Evans

Chip

Donna “Danicia” Prior, Executive Director Donna is the Organized Play
Manager at Catan Studio and is the Executive Director of OrcaCon. Donna
is on the Community Management Advisory Board at the Game Developers
Conference. She has spoken about building communities, diversity,
harassment, and accessibility at the Game Developers Conference,
numerous times at PAX / PAXDev, Gen Con, Mensa Annual Gathering,
NorWesCon, and the Community Manager Conference in Leipzig, Germany.
Donna is a gamer and a beer geek, often combining both hobbies while
teaching new people to game and appreciate beer. She’s also insists she is
NOT a Hobbit. You can follow Donna on Twitter: @_Danicia_. Find her also
on about.me/Danicia
Barry Wilson, Founder, Vice Chair, & Treasurer Born of Hippies in the
uncharted backwoods of the Pacific Northwest, Barry Wilson was literally
raised by wolves. He is often found in the company of cats, and is known to
be handy with tools of all sorts. Among his passions are games, sharing his
love of gaming with others, and general shenanigans. He currently resides
in Greater Pugetopolis, equidistant from sea, mountains, forest, and the
hustle and bustle of city life.
Steve Hobbs, Advisory Board Member – When Steve’s not representing his
constituents in the State Senate he loves to spend his free time reading
comic books with his boys or playing Axis and Allies with his friends.
Steve’s happy to volunteer his time to help make OrcaCon a success. You
can read his blog about OrcaCon, “Nerd Gaming Culture and our Washington
State Economy.”

Ben Evans, Venue Manager – This is Ben. He’s super busy with a game
launch. He’s got no time for bios, even though he’s a rad dude. It’s because
he’s awesome, that we’re writing this out for him.

Chip Nolan, Volunteer Manager – Chip has been working at conventions
for over 10 years, and she considers working nerd events as part of her
identity. She’ll be helping out with OrcaCon as the Volunteer Coordinator,
and is also lending a hand with graphic design. She has cats named Captain
Shanks and Buggy the Clown. Chip tweets for a living, and loves to draw
and go Lindy Hopping.
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DEPARTMENT LEAD VOLUNTEERS
Denise “Kittee” Notman – Registration Manager

Denise hails from backwoods Minnesota to the suburbs of Seattle. Gaymer
of all types; PC, Consoles, and Tabletop Games. Volunteers at such
places as Geek Girl Con and PAX. Is super excited for Orcacon! For more
adventures, see KitteePlays.com.

Tanya DePass

Tanya DePass is the founder and Director of I Need Diverse Games, a
not-for-profit foundation based in Chicago, that is dedicated to better
diversification of all aspects of gaming. I Need Diverse Games serves
the community by supporting marginalized developers attend the Game
Developer Conference by participating in the GDC Scholarship program,
helps assist attendance at other industry events, and is seeking partnership
with organizations and initiatives.
Tanya is a lifelong Chicagoan who loves everything about gaming,
#INeedDiverseGames spawn point, and wants to make it better and
more inclusive for everyone. She’s founded and was the EIC of Fresh
Out of Tokens podcast where games culture was discussed and viewed
through a lense of feminism, intersectionality and diversity. Now she’s a
guest co-host on Spawn on Me Podcast. Along with all of that, she’s the
Programming Coordinator for OrcaCon, the Diversity Liaison for GaymerX
and often speaks on issues of diversity, feminism, race, intersectionality &
other topics at multiple conventions throughout the year. Her writing about
games and games critique appears in Uncanny Magazine, Polygon, Wiscon
Chronicles, Vice Gaming, Paste Games, Mic, and other publications.

Kyle Alexander, Panel Room Coordinator

Kyle got into the convention game a decade ago, managing the line for a
tiny theatre at PAX. In the years since he’s never strayed far from the
theatres at any convention, whether it’s running A/V tech, working the
lines, or managing the theatre staff. He knows no greater joy than seeing
the theatres under his watch on schedule and filled with happy attendees
and panelists. He’s been with OrcaCon since the first year, and hopes there
are many years of interesting panels ahead. When Kyle manages to sneak
away from his theatres to play some tabletop games, he’ll probably be
searching out a round of X-Wing minis, Smallword, or Tsuro.
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Victoria Shaffer, Merchants Hall Coordinator

Victoria’s a lifelong geek and longtime gamer. Although never having
worked in the industry she still works from the sidelines to support new
and diverse games. She was previously the merchant coordinator for
Steamcon in Seattle, and spends an inordinate amount of her free time
reading, gaming, and costuming.

Courtney J. Nelson

Courtney is Games Administration Lead at OrcaCon, although newer to the
games community than most in the convention, she is a strong asset to
our team. She loves geeking out about her favorite fandoms and making
connections and friends. Outside the convention she is an artist, animal
lover, vintage enthusiast, and a pretty darn good Pokémon trainer. She
believes in community and couldn’t be happier to be a part of such a
wonderful convention! She’ll be there for you in the main games room to
answer questions and point you in the right direction.

Mary Prior, Green Room Manager

Mary will again be our Green Room Hostess with the Mostess. She happens
to be Donna Prior’s mom, and this is payback for all the years she dragged
Donna with her to volunteer at various Mensa conventions across the
country. Mary grew up in the backwoods of southwestern Oregon (Gold
Beach/Hunters Creek), where she pretty much ran wild and loved every
minute of it. The only game she remembers playing was Single-Deck
Pinochle with family members. Since then, the Navy suggested she visit
South Korea (Po’Hang), England (London, Stonehenge, Stratford, and Bath),
as well as being forced to spend time in Hawaii every three years. She does
play Quiddler on occasion, and LOVES Cards Against Humanity! This also
allows her to cheerfully host the Green Room while her favorite daughter
and Son4 Barry can play games and do Con things.
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Chelsea “Minja” Allio

New to OrcaCon, Chelsea is the newest member to the graphic design
team. She has been attending conventions for over a decade such as
PAX, Sakuracon, and Emerald City Comic-Con. Chelsea is a mental
health advocate and expresses freedom and healing through her art and
encourages open conversations to extinguish stereotypes. In her free time
she enjoys movies, nerdy cross stitch, and painting. You can follow her on
instagram
@chelseaallio

Elizabeth Boisen, Merchants & Community Row

Elizabeth is a minion wrangler at a local castle building guild. Elizabeth
enjoys playing new games and meeting new people. She has a kind heart
and a fun spirit and uses these traits to distracts you as she wins the
game.

Lee Pate, Operations Lord Supreme

Highly regarded wizard from the prime material plane. His exploits include
not dying at low level, many, many times. He loves Dragons and can be
found most days, guarding a hoard in a cave somewhere. His magic leaves
something to be desired but he loves conversation.

Jesse Ferguson, Publications & Layout Wizard

Jesse is a software developer by day, and a layout designer and amateur
game designer by night. He is a time travel expert, and has taught
workshops on the essential parkour to use in the zombie apocalypse. He
also created the program you’re reading now.
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Check out the
newest releases
from Green Ronin
Publishing, Proud
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Orcacon!
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Geek & Sundry, and their associated logos are
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by matthew mercer
with James Haeck

CRITICAL ROLE:
TAL’DOREI CAMPAIGN
SETTING
Tal’Dorei is yours to
explore in this Fifth
Edition-compatible tome
by Matthew Mercer
himself! $34.95

BOOK OF THE
RIGHTEOUS
A complete pantheon
and cosmology for Fifth
Edition with many new
options for divine and
devout characters! $49.95

FREEDOM CITY
The setting that
started it all returns
to Mutants &
Masterminds in this
complete revision
for the game’s Third
Edition! $49.95

FREEPORT BESTIARY
Over 70 new monsters
from the world of Freeport
for your Pathfinder RPG
campaign! $34.95

SIX OF SWORDS
Six new adventures for
Blue Rose: The AGE RPG of
Romantic Fantasy! $29.95

3815 S. OthellO
St. Suite 100, #311
Seattle, Wa 98118
WWW.greenrOnin.cOm

Everyone Is Welcome
When we say that OrcaCon is inclusive, we mean it.
Our goal is to make the convention a truly warm, inviting, and most importantly
safe space for everyone—gamers, families, members of the LGBT community, old,
young, and everything in between. We take security and anti-harassment policies
very seriously to ensure safety and respect for everyone at the show. Rest assured
that you can let your Geek Flag fly at OrcaCon.
OrcaCon features scheduled games, open game areas, tournaments, panels/
workshops, and plenty of free game demos. OrcaCon caters to both those new to
the hobby and lifelong gamers who wish to explore new games. We’ll be supporting
a huge variety of board games, card games, tabletop role-playing games, and
miniatures games from the classics to the latest and greatest.
OrcaCon is more than just games (but we do love our games)!
The con staff has worked hard to create a weekend packed
with variety. A full schedule of panels and workshops
is planned; covering topics such as game design &
publishing, event hosting, how to be a better GM,
and other topics related to tabletop games. Meet
writers, designers, artists, and experts playing
games, hosting games, and leading workshops.
Want to get some loot? The Dealers Hall
features plenty of merchants selling games,
dice, t-shirts, costumes, toys, and other
awesome geeky wares.

@OrcaCon
facebook.com/OrcaCon
OrcaCon.org

